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ABSTRACT

The performance of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) is strongly dependent on the spectral detuning between the gain peak
and the resonance wavelength. Here, we use angle-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy to investigate the emission properties of
AlGaN-based VCSELs emitting in the ultraviolet-B spectral range with different detuning between the photoluminescence peak of the
quantum-wells and the resonance wavelength. Accurate setting of the cavity length, and thereby the resonance wavelength, is accomplished
by using doping-selective electrochemical etching of AlGaN sacrificial layers for substrate removal combined with deposition of dielectric
spacer layers. By matching the resonance wavelength to the quantum-wells photoluminescence peak, a threshold power density of 0.4MW/
cm2 was achieved, and this was possible only for smooth etched surfaces with a root mean square roughness below 2 nm. These results dem-
onstrate the importance of accurate cavity length control and surface smoothness to achieve low-threshold AlGaN-based ultraviolet VCSELs.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0097903

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have many
advantageous properties including single longitudinal mode emission,
circular and low-divergent output beams, low threshold currents, and
the possibility of integration in 2D arrays.1 Due to these characteristics,
AlGaN-based ultraviolet (UV) VCSELs could enable a broad range of
applications, such as phototherapy,2,3 gas sensing,4 UV curing,5 high-
resolution printing,6 and disinfection.7–9 Recently, the first optically
pumped ultraviolet-B (UVB, 280–320nm)10 and ultraviolet-C (UVC,
<280nm)11 VCSELs were demonstrated raising the hope for a swift
development of the field of surface-emitting UV lasers.12 However,
limited cavity length control impairs the performance of these devices,
resulting in high thresholds and multimode emission.

The VCSEL’s static and dynamic performance characteristics
strongly depend on the spectral separation between the resonance
wavelength, which is set by the cavity length and the quantum-wells
gain peak (i.e., detuning). The gain spectrum and the resonance wave-
length redshift with increasing temperature,13–15 but at different rates.
Moreover, the gain spectrum of InGaN16 and AlGaN17 quantum-wells
(QWs) blueshifts with increasing carrier concentration. Therefore, the

spectral overlap between the relatively broad gain spectrum and the
narrow resonance peak changes with operating conditions. Lasing is
only possible if the gain at the resonance wavelength is high enough to
compensate for the losses. Depending on the internal losses, the con-
finement factor of the optical mode, and the shift of the gain spectrum
with carrier density, an optimal detuning can be determined to achieve
the lowest threshold.18

The detuning can be adjusted by controlling the thickness of the
epitaxially grown cavity layers, which puts stringent requirements on
the growth process. Post-growth thickness adjustment can be imple-
mented by adding a dielectric spacer between the cavity and the dielec-
tric mirror. In GaN-based VCSELs, such dielectric layer is used
between the ITO and the p-side distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) to
place the highly absorbing ITO-layer in an optical standing field mini-
mum.13,19–24 Ideally, a spacer should be deposited on both sides of the
cavity before the DBRs deposition to align the standing optical field
distribution with the loss and gain regions. This requires a substrate
removal technique that can provide reproducible and homogeneous
device thicknesses and smooth interfaces. Post-growth cavity length
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adjustment can especially be important for electrically injected UV
VCSELs, which will likely need tunnel junctions (TJs). These TJs have
a high optical absorption and, therefore, need to be placed exactly at a
node of the optical field, as seen in blue VCSELs.25–27

The most common substrate removal techniques implemented
for GaN-based VCSELs are laser liftoff and chemical mechanical pol-
ishing.13,28–30 However, applying such methods to AlGaN can lead to
rough surfaces, formation of cracks in the epitaxial layers, or poor
thickness control.31–33 Photoelectrochemical etching (ECE) has also
been used in violet and blue VCSELs;15,34 however, it requires homo-
geneous illumination of the device and specific design of the epitaxial
structure.35–37 An alternative substrate removal technique is doping-
selective electrochemical etching (ECE) of AlGaN, which has been
recently demonstrated by our groups36 and applied for the fabrication
of thin-film UVB LEDs37 and VCSELs,10 allowing for the fabrication
of AlGaN membranes with smooth surfaces and controlled thickness.

In this work, the emission properties of optically pumped UVB
VCSELs with different detuning and cavity surface roughness are
investigated. The detuning is varied by depositing dielectric spacers
after substrate removal by electrochemical etching. These results dem-
onstrate the importance of precise cavity length control and surfaces
smoothness for the development of low-threshold UV VCSELs.

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the VCSELs epitaxial structures,
grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) pseudo-
morphically strained to AlGaN pseudosubstrates.38 The structures
consist of a current spreading layer for the ECE with Si concentration
of 2� 1018 cm�3, an etch stop layer with Si concentration of
0.5� 1018 cm�3, and a sacrificial layer with Si concentration of
2� 1019 cm�3, followed by an unintentionally doped 2.5k Al0.6Ga0.4N
cavity containing Al0.5Ga0.5N/Al0.2Ga0.8N quantum wells (QWs).
More details on epitaxial growth and VCSEL fabrication can be found
in Ref. 10. Two structures were grown: epitaxy A with five QWs and a
130-nm-thick Al0.22Ga0.78N bulk sacrificial layer, and epitaxy B with
three QWs and a sacrificial multilayer having a 100-nm-thick
Al0.39Ga0.61N layer with five periods of an Al0.11Ga0.89N/Al0.39Ga0.61N
5/5 nm short-period superlattice (SPSL) on top. Figure 1(b) shows the
emission spectra, integrated over the emission angles, of the as-grown
epitaxial structures at an excitation power density of 1MW/cm2. The
photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed in an angle
resolved PL setup with a diode-pumped solid-state frequency-
quadrupled Nd:YAG excitation laser emitting at 266nm with a repeti-
tion rate of 60Hz and a pulse width of 1.3 ns, providing an excitation
spot diameter of 10lm. Epitaxy A shows a peak emission of 318.2 nm
with a variation of 61 nm across a 5� 5mm2 area, attributed to com-
positional and thickness fluctuations within the QWs. Epitaxy B shows
a homogeneous emission around 317.2 nm with 60.3nm of variation
across an area with similar dimensions as above.

In the VCSELs fabrication, device mesas were etched and covered
with an 11-pair HfO2/SiO2 DBR with respective layer thicknesses of
36.2 and 53.8 nm, an Al mirror, a SiO2 layer, and Ti/Au bonding met-
als. The devices were underetched using ECE at 30V in 0.3 M HNO3,
as described in Ref. 10, and then bonded to an Au-covered Si carrier.
As shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the electrochemically etched surface
of epitaxy A had a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 3.9 nm over
a 5� 5lm2 area, while the preferential etching at the top of the sacrifi-
cial multilayer in epitaxy B resulted in a smoother surface with an
RMS roughness of 1.7nm (similar to the 2.2nm RMS of the as-grown

epitaxy). Here, the built-in polarization fields in the multilayer enhances
the etch selectivity and causes an abrupt stop of the etching process,
resulting in a smoother surface.39 After flip-chip bonding, the devices
were finalized by depositing a top 10-pair HfO2/SiO2 DBR. A fully proc-
essed VCSEL is shown schematically in Fig. 1(e) and in a cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Fig. 1(f).

To investigate the impact of the detuning on the VCSELs perfor-
mance, devices with shifted resonance wavelengths were fabricated by
adding HfO2 spacers between the AlGaN cavity and the DBRs. Six
VCSELs samples were fabricated, three using epitaxy A grown with
the bulk sacrificial layer and three using epitaxy B grown with the sac-
rificial multilayer. The samples from epitaxy A were a cavity defined
by the as-grown epitaxy (VCSELs A0); a sample targeting a resonance
shift ofþ5nm (VCSELs Aþ 5) and, therefore, a 7.3 nm HfO2 spacer
on the N-polar cavity surface and 3.1 nm on the metal-polar cavity
surface; and a sample targeting a shift of -5 nm (VCSELs A�5) and,

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the as-grown epitaxy with details on the two different sacri-
ficial layers used. (b) Photoluminescence spectrum of the as-grown epitaxy A and
B at an excitation power density of 1 MW/cm2. (c) Atomic force microscopy image
of the N-polar AlGaN cavity surface exposed by electrochemically etching a bulk
and (d) a multilayered sacrificial layer. (e) Schematic of the UVB VCSEL structure
with HfO2 spacers above and below the AlGaN cavity. (f) Transmission electron
microscopy image of a VCSEL cavity without HfO2 spacers released by electro-
chemically etching the sacrificial multilayer.
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therefore, with reduced first SiO2 layer in the DBRs. Epitaxy B had a
thinner Al0.6Ga0.4N layer on the N-polar cavity side than targeted (a
total cavity thickness of 327 nm for epitaxy A and 310nm for epitaxy
B was determined by in situmeasurements during growth). Therefore,
a HfO2 spacer was only deposited on the N-polar cavity surface. The
samples fabricated from epitaxy B were a cavity defined by the as-
grown epitaxy (VCSELs B0); a sample targeting a shift of þ5nm
(VCSELs Bþ 5) and, therefore, a 10.4-nm-thick HfO2 spacer; and a
sample targeting a shift of þ13nm (VCSELs Bþ 13) and, therefore, a
27-nm-thick HfO2 spacer.

The optical pumping experiments were performed in the same
angle resolved PL setup described before. The emission from the
VCSELs was collected through a microscope objective with a numeri-
cal aperture of 0.4, corresponding to a collection angle of 624�. The
angular resolved far-field was obtained by using a 4f-geometry to
image the Fourier plane on the monochromator entrance slit.40 More
information about this can be found in the supplement of Ref. 10. The
wave vector distribution in a VCSEL is directly proportional to the
emission angle of the far field; therefore, using angular-resolved PL, it
is possible to distinguish between the non-dispersive unfiltered emis-
sion and the parabolically dispersed longitudinal cavity mode.41 This
allows for quantifying the detuning and investigating its impact on the
laser characteristics.

In the following, the impact of the detuning on the threshold
power density will be discussed for the VCSELs grown on the multi-
layered sacrificial layer with shifted resonance wavelength. These
results will be then compared to measurements on VCSELs grown on
the bulk sacrificial layer with larger cavity surface roughness, to inves-
tigate the influence of the surface smoothness on the emission charac-
teristic of UVB VCSELs. Figure 2(a) shows the calculated resonance
wavelength of a 2.5k cavity as a function of the cavity length deviation
using a 1D scalar wave effective index method.42 The resonance wave-
length shifts linearly with the cavity length, where a 1 nm thickness
deviation results in a 0.55 nm spectral shift. The addition of HfO2

layers will serve as an extension of the cavity, since the refractive index

difference between Al0.6Ga0.4N and HfO2 is less than 10% and no sub-
cavity is thereby formed by the HfO2 layer. Figure 2(b) shows the
measured lasing wavelengths of VCSELs with different HfO2-spacer
thicknesses. As most of the samples showed multimode-emission, the
lasing wavelength is defined as the wavelength of the lasing peak with
the highest intensity at 1.5 times the threshold of the first appearing
mode. The processed VCSELs from epitaxy B show a linear increase in
the lasing wavelength with increasing targeted spectral shift, matching
the trend predicted by the simulations. The variation in lasing wave-
length for devices on the same sample is associated with lateral sample
inhomogeneities.10 The VCSELs processed using epitaxy A with the
bulk sacrificial layer only lased for a zero targeted spectral shift
(explained in more detail later), showing a longer lasing wavelength
compared to the VCSELs from epitaxy B without spacers due to the
different thickness of the as-grown AlGaN cavity.

Figure 3 shows angle-resolved PL spectra below and above
threshold of VCSELs Bþ 5 and Bþ 13 grown with the sacrificial mul-
tilayer. For the VCSEL Bþ 5 [Fig. 3(a)], the broad non-dispersive light
emitted from the QWs matches the as-grown PL peak, indicated by
the vertical red line at 317.2 nm. A portion of this spontaneous emis-
sion is coupled into the parabolically dispersed 2.5k cavity mode visi-
ble between 305 and 310 nm. Above threshold, multiple lasing peaks
arise and the sharp transition to lasing is confirmed by beam and line-
width narrowing. The brightest lasing line emerges at 309.4 nm in cor-
respondence to the minimum of the cavity mode dispersion at k¼ 0,
yielding a detuning of þ7.8 nm. The detuning will here be defined as
the as-grown PL peak wavelength measured at 1MW/cm2 [see Fig.
1(b)] minus the lasing wavelength, as commonly done for VCSELs. In
the VCSEL Bþ 13 [Fig. 3(b)], the non-dispersive emission is not visi-
ble, indicating a stronger coupling of the QWs into the cavity reso-
nance. Above threshold, a lasing peak arises at 316.2 nm yielding a
detuning ofþ1 nm. These results show the effectiveness of shifting the
resonance wavelength by adding a dielectric spacer.

Figure 4(a) shows the emission spectra at different pump power
densities of the VCSEL Bþ 5. A single mode is dominant below 1.3
times the threshold power density, while multimode emission becomes
dominant at higher pump power densities. Similar behavior was
observed in the majority of the samples and the strong multi-peak
characteristic is attributed to filamentary lasing,10 widely observed in
III-nitride VCSELs.21,43,44 For the VCSEL Bþ 13 [Fig. 4(b)], the main
lasing peak arises at 316.2 nm and is maintained dominant up to
1.2MW/cm2, with a secondary peak at 316.4nm. Figure 4(c) shows a
high-resolution spectrum above threshold measured in another setup
using a 266nm pump laser with 20.5 kHz repetition rate, 0.55 ns pulse
width, and a 3lm pump spot diameter, showing a full width at half
maximum of 0.03 nm. Figure 4(d) shows the integrated emission
intensity around the dominant lasing peak as a function of the pump
power density for VCSELs fabricated from epitaxy B with the sacrifi-
cial multilayer. A threshold power density of 0.7MW/cm2 is achieved
for a VCSEL with þ1nm detuning, while the threshold increases
more than one order of magnitude for devices with large detuning,
demonstrating the importance of controlling the cavity length on a
nm-scale in VCSELs.

In order to study the effect of the surface roughness on the
VCSEL’s lasing performance, the previously reported results for
VCSELs B (sacrificial multilayer) are compared to the measurements
on VCSELs A (bulk sacrificial layer), exhibiting a larger N-polar cavity

FIG. 2. (a) Calculated resonance wavelength of the 2.5k longitudinal cavity mode
as a function of the thickness deviation of the Al0.6Ga0.4N cavity. (b) Measured las-
ing wavelengths as a function of the targeted spectral shift for VCSELs with cavity
released by etching different sacrificial layers. The red dashed line is a guide to the
eye, and the horizontal continuous lines indicate the as-grown PL peak of epitaxy A
(blue) and B (red).
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surface RMS roughness of 3.9 nm compared to the 1.7 nm RMS
roughness measured for the VCSELs with cavity released by etching
the sacrificial multilayer [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Figure 5 shows the
threshold power densities as a function of the detuning for all investi-
gated VCSELs. The VCSELs fabricated from epitaxy B (sacrificial mul-
tilayer) show a reduction of the threshold power density from
10.8MW/cm2 for VCSELs B0 without spacers to 0.6MW/cm2 for

VCSELs Bþ 13 with þ13nm targeted spectral shift, on average. The
lowest threshold power density of 0.4MW/cm2 was achieved for a
VCSEL Bþ 13 with a detuning of þ0.7 nm. In the case of the proc-
essed VCSELs from epitaxy A (bulk sacrificial layer), lasing was
achieved only for the sample without HfO2 spacers, exhibiting a
detuning between 4 and 9nm. The threshold power density for this
sample was on average higher than for devices with cavity underetched

FIG. 3. Angle-resolved PL spectra below and above threshold for VCSELs (a) Bþ 5 with þ7.8 nm detuning and (b) Bþ 13 with þ1 nm detuning. The vertical red line at
317.2 nm indicates the as-grown PL peak of epitaxy B.

FIG. 4. Room-temperature photolumines-
cence spectra in logarithmic scale for
increasing pump power density of (a)
VCSELs Bþ 5 and (b) Bþ 13, with
detuning of þ7.8 and þ1 nm, respectively
(same VCSELs as in Fig. 3). The vertical
red line indicates the as-grown PL peak of
epitaxy B. (c) High-resolution PL spectrum
of VCSEL Bþ 13 at 12.3 MW/cm2. (d)
Normalized optical emission intensity inte-
grated over the dominant lasing peak as a
function of the pump power density for
VCSELs B0, Bþ 5, and Bþ 13 with the
measured detuning of þ11.2, þ7.8, and
þ1 nm, respectively. The continuous lines
indicate the linear fit above threshold.
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using a sacrificial multilayer with similar detuning, due to the higher
etched surface roughness in the former case. The VCSELs Aþ 5
showed no lasing but the resonance wavelength was measured around
320nm, yielding a detuning of �1.8nm. Compared to the VCSELs
Bþ 13 grown with the sacrificial multilayer that exhibits the lowest
threshold, the detuning is similar but the result is entirely different.
For the VCSELs Aþ 5, the material gain at the spectral position of the
resonance wavelength is too small to overcome the losses, due to the
smaller joint density of states near the PL peak, and lasing could not
be achieved. In this sample, the scattering losses are higher due to the
increased roughness at the interface between the DBR and the cavity
surface exposed by etching a bulk sacrificial layer [see Figs. 1(c) and
1(d)]. For the VCSELs A�5, lasing is not achieved for pump power
densities up to 50MW/cm2, as the detuning is too large.

The comparison between VCSELs fabricated from different epi-
taxial structures is not straightforward as the VCSELs from epitaxy A
with the bulk sacrificial layer have five QWs, while the VCSELs
obtained from epitaxy B with the sacrificial multilayer have three
QWs. Effective index method simulations predict a 26% lower thresh-
old material gain in a five-QW sample compared to a three-QW sam-
ple, due to a higher optical confinement factor. Although the five-QW
samples need a slightly higher pump power density to reach the same
carrier density in the QWs and thereby the same blueshift of the gain
spectrum as for the three-QW samples, the higher confinement factor
in the five QWs should simultaneously provide higher modal gain
when reaching that level. Thus, the different number of QWs could
only account for relatively small threshold differences between the two
samples. The significantly lower threshold observed for the VCSELs
fabricated from sample B is believed to mainly originate from the
reduced roughness of the surface after electrochemical etching of the
sacrificial multilayer, resulting in lower optical scattering losses at
the interface between cavity and top DBR and in the top DBR.

In conclusion, by optimizing the position of the resonance wave-
length relative to the peak of the gain spectrum, a very low lasing

threshold of 0.4MW/cm2 was achieved in UVB VCSELs with detun-
ing smaller than 5nm. This was only possible for samples with
smoother cavity interfaces, i.e., an RMS roughness of 1.7 nm instead of
3.9 nm, allowing for lower threshold power densities and lasing in
devices with a wider range of detunings. These results demonstrate the
benefit of using electrochemical etching of AlGaN sacrificial layers for
substrate removal and the deposition of dielectric cavity length adjust-
ment layers on both sides of the cavity. The combination of these tech-
niques will be of particular importance for electrically driven devices,
where the access to both sides of the cavity allows the precise spatial
alignment of the optical field intensity with loss and gain regions. Our
results show the importance of smooth surfaces and accurate cavity
length control for achieving low-threshold, high-performing UV
VCSELs.
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